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“Samuel, considering that the owner of the Weakriver Realty values you so much, you can 

not let him down,” the old woman claimed. 

Yvonne responded and also stated with a smile, “Granny, don‟t fret. I will do my best, but 

there are still a lot of things for me to manage in the firm. I may not be able to go to the 

building site following. Grandmother, why don‟t you assist me choose a person and also 

watch on it?” 

It was simply watching on them. There was nothing else they might do, and they would not 

have the right to do so. 

The old lady glimpsed at Yara. When he went to the building and construction website, the 

firm would be under Yvonne‟s control, as well as the manager had no power at all. 

Yara noticed that the old woman was looking at her, as well as she instantly stressed. She 

didn‟t wish to battle versus the sun every day. If her white skin was infected by ultraviolet 

rays, would not it be black charcoal? 

” Granny, I won‟t do it. Don‟t expect me to do this.” Yara declined without awaiting the old 

woman to talk. 

 

The old lady sighed. In the future, if Yara intended to marry right into an abundant and also 

powerful family, she would have to count on her to aid the Sue Family. It would certainly not 

be excellent to irritate Yara. Nonetheless, other loved ones of the Sue Family did not have 

much influence in the Sue Family. They might not show the genuineness of the Sue Family 

members If they sent a random individual to the building and construction website, they 

would certainly dissatisfy the Weakriver Property, the consequences would certainly be 

extremely serious. 

” Lionel, you‟ll supervise of the construction website from now on,” the old lady claimed. 

He was air-conditioning in the business and also really did not have to do anything every 

day. It might be claimed that he took pleasure in life. 

 



” Mommy, exactly how can you let me do this? These points …”. 

Prior to Lionel could complete his words, the old woman cut off, “Yvonne can do it, however 

you can not as a male? If you don‟t believe so, you can go home and have a remainder 

today. You do not need to go to the business in the future.”. 

Was he mosting likely to be tossed out of the firm? 

Lionel did not dare to reject. He can only concur and also claimed, “Mommy, I‟ll do it.”. 

In Lionel‟s sight, this issue was purposely brought up by Yvonne, so he routed all his disgust 

on Yvonne. 

Yvonne really did not care. This was their very own mistake. 

” Grandmother, there‟s one more point I have to tell you,” Yvonne claimed. 

” Allow‟s speak regarding it when we get back to the company. The old girl turned about 

and also went back into the cars and truck. 

Harvey blazed at Yvonne. She instantly mentioned that there was something incorrect. Was 

it pertaining to the accounts? 

” Yvonne, I‟m alerting you. You „d better disregard to some points, or no person will 

certainly pertain to a good end,” Harvey threatened. 

” What‟s wrong? Did you do glitch?” Yvonne claimed with a smile. 

” There are some guidelines that the Sue household has actually constantly had. It‟s not 

something that you can ruin.” Everybody in the Sue family members was corrupt, so Harvey 

could speak so with confidence, since everyone would stand on his side. 

” Actually? I wish to see if Grandma can remain to accept this policy,” Yvonne stated in a 

chilly voice. Then she turned around and also got involved in Samuel‟s automobile. 

En route back to the company, Samuel stated to Yvonne, “Don‟t anticipate Granny to punish 

them drastically. She will certainly secure Harvey whatever. You intend to kick Harvey out of 

the business. Don‟t stress as well as hold your horses.”. 



Yvonne naturally recognized this, as well as she also recognized how much Grandma valued 

Harvey. She claimed, “I do not expect this point to defeat Harvey. I simply cut off their cash 

and stop them from corruption in the company in the future.”. 

Back at the business, Yvonne mosted likely to the money department initially, took a thick 

stack of materials, and afterwards went to the conference room. 

The old woman rested ahead of the table and claimed gently, “If you have something to say, 

simply claim it. I have various other points to do.”. 

” This week, although I am at the building site, it does not suggest that I won‟t inquire about 

the firm‟s affairs. In just one week, greater than four million dollars have been lost in the 

accounts. I hope everyone right here can provide me an explanation,” Yvonne said coldly. 

4 million yuan was not a tiny sum of cash for the Sue family members. Right now, all the 

family members of the Sue household were a little shocked. Some individuals believed in 

their hearts, “I only took greater than 100,000 yuan. Just how could there be such a large 

amount of cash?”. 

Some individuals assumed that with just a few hundred thousand yuan, what could it 

compare to the one billion yuan? 

 


